New Custom Streaming Videos on Learn360
for Intermediate & Senior 2019—2020
Available on

TIP: How to Find UGDSB Custom Content – the good stuff!
Perform your keyword search and use the CUSTOM CONTENT under FILTERS
(SOURCE) along the right side of the search results to refine your search to just
the titles that have been purchased for UGDSB staff and students.
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Art & Music
Lightfoot
Audience : Grade 9—12
W5's Lloyd Robertson sits down for a rare interview with singer-songwriter and Canadian
music icon Gordon Lightfoot, who at the age of 79 is still on the road touring. From his
first Canadian hit in 1962 to the final concert at Massey Hall in 2018. Lightfoot has toured
continuously and has become known as Canada's troubador. He had a string of gold and
platinum albums in the 70's and 80's, he is in the Canadian Music Hall of Fame, and is a
Governor General's Award winner. His songs have been recorded by scores of famous
Canadian and international musicians, from Ian and Sylvia to Elvis Presley. His family and
friends know him for his unselfish generosity, fairness and genuine loyalty. In his home
town of Orillia, ON, two statues honour their famous national music treasure.
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Diversity
Only One
Audience : Grade 9—12
A woman with a turbulent past confronts the fact that she is the only visible transgender
person living in a remote region of the Canadian Rockies. This short documentary explores
Anne Gibson's inspiring journey to becoming her true self and the emotional, physical, and
spiritual costs of being different in a small town.

Nature Dazzles
Audience : Grade 9—12
Gender Splendour Week at The Grove Community School in Toronto promotes mental
health wellness, community activism, and social justice. In this documentary, children and
teachers from the school were interviewed during Gender Splendour week. Amid
workshops during a week in April, non-binary-conforming and cisgender identifying children
have the opportunity to ponder, question, and defy gender stereotypes, which are
prevalent in society, culture, and the media.

From This Day Forward
Audience : Grade 9—12
With her own wedding just around the corner, filmmaker Sharon Shattuck returns home to
examine the mystery at the heart of her upbringing: How her transgender father Trisha and
her straight-identified mother Marcia stayed together against all odds. From This Day
Forward is a moving portrayal of a family coping with the most intimate of transformations.
As the film evolves into a conversation about love and acceptance in a modern family, it
raises questions relevant to all of us. As individuals how do we adapt to sustain long-term
love and relationships? Where do sexuality and gender intersect? And how do families stay
together, when external forces are pulling them apart?

A Queer Country
Audience : Grade 9—12
A Queer Country uncovers how liberal attitudes in Israel are often at odds with the
country’s legal structure. Despite hosting one of the world’s largest, most colourful gay
Pride events each year, Israel’s LGBT citizens face an uphill battle to achieve political
victories such as the right to marry.

Angela
Audience : Grade 9—12
This short documentary explores a week in the life of Angela - a roller derby athlete and
transgender rights activist in Alberta, Canada. As a jammer for the Calgary All-Stars team, she
skates under the name Easy Break Oven and is a role model in the local derby community. While
preparing for her first derby match of the season, she begins to see her teammates and her life
in a new light.
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Diversity
Understanding Gender : Identity, Biology & Expression
Audience : Grade 9—12
This program explores the modern gender spectrum. Experts Dr. Eli Green, Jaymie
Campbell, and Alessia Palanti define pertinent terms like cisgender, transgender, gender
identity, gender expression and pronouns. Viewers learn about gender norms and
stereotypes that affect all people, no matter how they identify on the gender spectrum.
Students also hear from Nicole and Wayne Maines, a father-daughter pair who explain
their family's unique journey with gender. A panel of young people also describes their
experiences with gender and explain how viewers can become allies to someone in need.
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Organic Panic

Trash Talk

Environmental Studies
Audience : Grade 9—12
What does "organic" really mean? Should you eat it? And why does it cost more at the
grocery store?
In this documentary, we take a closer look at the organic food debate through the dirtiest
fruits in North America: the apple. We interview an organic apple farmer and a conventional
apple farmer to find out how they farm and what sort of chemicals they use to grow our
food. We also talk to a toxicologist and a UN sustainability consultant to find out just how
dangerous pesticides are to our health.
Audience : Grade 9—12
What happens to our garbage after we throw it away? Over 300 millions tonnes of solid
waste is produced in North America every year - a number so big, it's virtually meaningless.
In this documentary, we measure our waste footprint by storing our trash, recycling, and
composting for 30 days. We visit the Vancouver Landfill in Delta after the city-wide organics
ban is implemented to see where all our food waste has been going. We then meet three
local innovators (EnterraFeed Co, Harvest Power, Northwest Waste Solutions) who are
changing the way the world thinks about solid waste.

#I have Seen the Change : The Flood

Audience : Grade 9—12
According to Environment Canada, floods are the costliest natural disaster in Canada in
terms of property damage. They are also the most common. In this new production from
filmmaker Matt LeMay, we look at extreme weather events, in particular flooding. Using
Belleville, ON as the primary example, we hear homeowners discuss their fears and
experiences as the rising waters of Lake Ontario pummelled their homes and properties in
the spring of 2017.

Filtering a Plastic Ocean

The Big Thaw

Audience : Grade 6—12
Waste that ends up in the ocean is often overlooked. From solid garbage to sewage disposal
to fertilizer runoff, more than 80% of waste that ends up in the ocean is generated on land,
and one of the major contributors to this mess is plastic. And a certain type of plastic –
microplastics – are wreaking havoc. These tiny toxic particles are found in many products
from shower gel, toothpaste and makeup and they all wash down the drain impacting
marine life and human health.
Filtering A Plastic Ocean profiles ocean activist Marc Ward and his simple invention that
removes toxic microplastics from the beach, and therefore the ocean. The film explores the
impact these deadly plastics have on marine wildlife and human health and shows how this
ground-breaking technique is making beaches safer around the world.
Audience : Grade 6—12
In her first report since joining the W5 team, Investigative Reporter Avery Haines delivers
"The Big Thaw", uncovering the climate change disaster unfolding in the Canadian Arctic with
melting permafrost releasing ancient viruses, bacteria, and carbon gases.
The effects of climate change are playing out daily across the globe, and Canada's western
Arctic is now one of the most rapidly warming regions on the planet. Roughly half of Canada
- almost 23 million square kilometres - sits on top of permafrost, a massive layer of frozen
soil, rock, and organic material that acts as nature's giant freezer. Trapped in that freezer for
tens of thousands of years are ancient viruses and bacteria, as well as vast amounts of
carbon and methane gases.
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Family Studies
A Better Man
Audience : Grade 9—12
***THIS FILM DEALS WITH MATURE SUBJECT MATTER. VIEWER DISCRETION IS
ADVISED. ***
Illuminating a new paradigm for domestic-violence prevention, A Better Man
offers a fresh and nuanced look at the healing and revelation that can happen for
everyone involved when men take responsibility for their abuse. It also empowers
audience members to play new roles in challenging domestic violence, whether it’s
in their own relationships or as part of a broader movement for social change.

Girls Build the Future
Audience : Grade 6—12
Girls are natural-born scientists, mathematicians, and engineers, but societal
gender roles -- overt and subliminal, can undermine their confidence and
discourage them from pursuing an education and future in science and technology.
Using peer real-life experiences, “Girls Build the Future” gives girls awareness and
knowledge to help them pursue their interests in science and technology through
high school and beyond.
Girls Build the Future is an effective mentoring program that can be used in the
classroom to build confidence and skills which will support students as they pursue
their scientific passions and add their talents and insights to various fields.

Cantonese : Confucius was a Foodie! A new World Adventure in an Ancient Cuisine
Audience : Grade 9—12
Chef Christine Cushing tastes the worst and the best Cantonese; food that makes her
question what she has previously considered ‘Cantonese’. She learns dim sum-making
in New York’s oldest parlor, has a Cantonese breakfast in California’s San Gabriel Valley
and discovers that real Cantonese is a living example of the Confucian principle that
food must always be fresh, seasonal and local. A principle that today’s foodies believe is
modern is actually from the precepts of a 2,500 year old philosopher!

Bitter : Confucius was a Foodie! A new World Adventure in an Ancient Cuisine
Audience : Grade 9—12
The taste of Chinese medicinal herbs, bitter flavor is said to clear "heat", strengthen the
stomach, and promote salivation. Bitterness in often found in Chinese cooking, but
rarely used alone. Christine cooks a popular local bitter ingredient with Asian Food TV
star Ili Sulaiman in Kuala Lumpur and makes a less than delicious visit to a Traditional
Chinese Medicine shop, experiencing firsthand the power of bitter herbs. Christine is
presented with a Chinese philosophy around bitter and learns how this philosophy
applies to keeping Chinese heritage alive in Malaysia. The Chinese concept of “in bitter
there is sweetness” is applied to immigration and restoration as Christine makes a
memorial visit to Penang island where she meets the engaging and eccentric hotelier
Christopher Ong.
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Health
Rising Above
Audience : Grade 9—12
Rising Above is a Canadian-produced documentary that sheds light on the issue of
bullying within our schools and online. It tells the stories of ten Canadians who have
either been the targets of bullying or a person who bullied others in the past — their
stories of hope, growth and courage in overcoming and rising above the challenges they
faced.
This film is unique in that it focuses on both the bullies and those who have been bullied.
Rising Above provides a source of hope for those currently being bullied, and empowers
students to be more understanding, more accepting, and an even bigger help to those
around us who are struggling with challenges of their own. This film features education developed by the Canadian Red Cross and
their Respect Education Program. It was also endorsed by the Safe Schools Network.

Risk Factor
Audience : Grade 9—12
Filmmaker Robert Lang is confused about the risks he faces – from his personal health risks
to the big societal risks that might or might not threaten us all. So he goes on a journey to
gain insight from the world’s top risk experts. He meets a brainy statistician at Cambridge
University and an extreme ice climber on an avalanche prone mountain, a physicist in a
nuclear reactor and a security guru at the finish line of the Boston Marathon. The twists and
turns of the journey lead Robert to replay and reconsider his most risk laden life experiences
– from a drunken joyride, to a murder on his doorstep, to a brush with nuclear radiation, to
the pages of his family history that speak to current fears about the risk of terrorism. In the
end, Robert meets a psychologist whose data proves that society will never agree on the biggest risks we face – that our risk
perceptions will always be chained to our tribe. If true… we’re all in trouble. But Robert doesn’t accept that. He finds a reason to
hope, and the resolve to be more resilient amid uncertainty.

For the 17
Audience : Grade 9—12
TSN’s Rick Westhead travelled to Parkland, Florida after a mass shooting at the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School left 17 students and staff members dead. Just 10 days after
the shooting, the boys’ varsity hockey team made international headlines when they won
the Florida state championship. Westhead spent a week with the team. Their stories from
the shooting and the tournament are told here. The players weren’t pushed to tell their
stories, but instead offered them up as part of the healing process. This program focuses
strictly on the power of healing that sports can have on a community.

Bulgur—Ancient Grains :Nutritional Powerhouse
Audience : Grade 9—12
Bulgur wheat is a lesser-known type of whole wheat durum grain. Compared to refined
carbohydrate foods made with enriched or refined wheat, bulgur wheat is a much better
source of vitamins, minerals, fibre, antioxidants and phytonutrients.
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Health Continued
Juuling and Vaping : What the Latest Research Reveals
Audience : Grade 9—12
Vaping e-cigarettes can be addicting, and teens that vape have a greater chance of eventually
switching to traditional cigarettes. Additionally, cancer causing compounds have been found
in flavored cigarettes including those without nicotine. These and other dangers were
recently cited by researchers and have also been highlighted in the news. The video presents
the new findings and concludes that when it comes to vaping it's best to be an educated
consumer and understand the risks. This timely program also discusses the new widespread
phenomenon known as “Juuling” and its implications for vaping in schools.

Fentanyl : The Deadliest Opioid
Audience : Grade 6—12
This program arms viewers with the most updated information on Fentanyl, an opioid drug
responsible for thousands of accidental overdose deaths. The program describes how
Fentanyl is made in dirty, illegal labs and that drug dealers often mix it with heroin and sell it
to whoever is looking for a cheap high. Viewers will learn that Fentanyl is 100 times more
powerful than heroin and only a miniscule amount, the equivalent of three grains of salt, is
needed to kill an adult. Program also alerts to viewers to a sister drug, carfentanyl, which the
Toronto Sun called “the drug of mass destruction,” because it is 100 times more powerful
than Fentanyl and 10,000 times more powerful than morphine. This program speaks directly
to young people in a way they will understand: Hard hitting and memorable, the video delivers strong no use message to anyone
thinking of experimenting with Fentanyl or carfentanyl.

Farm Troubles
Audience : Grade 9—12
CTV's Peter Akman investigates the farming of Atlantic salmon in B.C., a fish whose very
existence may be changing the waters forever. Activists and First Nations in B.C. say farmed
Atlantic salmon are spreading viruses, lice and disease to native Pacific salmon.
The Sea Shepherd Conservation Society and biologist Alexandra Morton argue the fish farms
are raising sick fish. The society's 81-foot research vessel Martin Sheen sails up the B.C. coast
to support Morton. Morton's crusade for the past 30 years has been to prove that salmon
farms raising transplanted Atlantic salmon for market are the reason for declining wild
Pacific salmon.
Includes W5 Extended Interview with Canada's Fisheries Minister:
Fisheries Minister Dominic LeBlanc discusses the federal government's response to concerns over fish farming's impact on wild
salmon in British Columbia.

Controlling Anger Before It Controls You
Audience : Grade 9—12
Anger is a normal human emotion. Healthy anger motivates you to speak up, solve
problems, and bring about needed change. However, unhealthy and uncontrolled anger
can lead to problems at school, with relationships, and in the home. In this program
several teens describe what makes them angry and the problems that they experienced
from uncontrolled and destructive anger. Another teen describes how she channeled her
anger about environmental and social issues into political activism. Two psychologists
further clarify the differences between healthy and unhealthy anger and describe
effective techniques to control anger in healthy ways.
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Camp 30 : A Prisoner`s Paradise

Indigenous Education

Audience: Grade 9 through 12
Visit a long-abandoned POW camp where one of the strangest tales of the Second World War played out
in quiet, rural Ontario. The story involves Nazis, thrown jars of jam, and a very Canadian way of treating
prisoners of war. While the war raged in Europe, find out why some German soldiers fell in love with the
land of their captors.

The Mystery of Sticks and Stones

Audience : Grade 3—8
What do a stick, a rubber duck, and a creepy mask have in common? E.B. and Kyla venture out to the
Akwesasne Reserve to learn about the historical importance of lacrosse and then discover the connection
between the rubber duck and the origin of basketball.

Biidaaban : The Dawn Comes

Audience : Grade 6—12
Accompanied by a 10,000-year-old shapeshifter and friend known as Sabe, Biidaaban sets out on a mission
to reclaim the ceremonial harvesting of sap from maple trees in an unwelcoming suburban
neighbourhood of Ontario. This mesmerizing stop-motion animation weaves together multiple worlds
through time and space, calling for a rebellion.

(Dis)placed : Indigenous Youth and the Child Welfare System

Audience : Grade 9—12
Canada’s colonial practice of forcibly removing Indigenous children from their families did not end
with the closing of Indian residential schools. It continues today in the form of provincial and
territorial child welfare systems, which remove Indigenous children and youth at alarmingly high
rates.
This film features the voices of Indigenous youth as they reflect on their prior involvement with
child welfare and share their multiple strategies of resistance to assimilation and state control.
Adding to these insights, First Nations child advocate Cindy Blackstock traces the term ‘neglect’,
the main rationale for child welfare removals, to its roots in the residential school system, and
points to laws that codify structural discrimination, the leading cause of child welfare

(dis)placements.
With Tyler Blackface, Cindy Blackstock, Tia Ledesma, Brianna Olsen and Donovan Waskahat.

PEI, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Quebec

Audience : Grade 3—12
Canadian journalist Brandy Yanchyk explores Canada's Maritime provinces. In Prince Edward
Island, she visits an organic farm and a locally trained chef, then learns about lobsters from an
expert. Crossing the Confederation Bridge to New Brunswick, she explores Hopewell Rocks in the
Bay of Fundy at high tide, and again when the tide is out. After watching the tidal bore, she gets an
inside look at the Cape Enrage lighthouse, then drives the Fundy Trail Parkway to St. Martin's sea
caves. In Nova Scotia she checks out Cape Breton's Celtic Colour Festival and takes part in a milling
frolic at the Highland Village Museum where they sing a traditional milling song whild they work.
And finally she visits Quebec City, the "cradle of French Civilization in North America" where she
participates in the annual Carnaval du Québec, the world's largest winter carnival. She gets a hug
from Bonhomme Carnaval, the King of Winter, and takes part in the challenging sport of ice canoeing on the St. Lawrence River.
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Indigenous Education Continued
Across the High Arctic: Looking Into the Future and Honouring the Past
Audience: Grade 9—12
W5 chronicles a spectacular, one-of-a-kind journey through the fabled Northwest Passage to the front
line of climate change and to the northern settlement of Resolute Bay, a painful place in Canada’s dark
Arctic past.
350 Canadians joined this leg of the Canada C3 voyage travelling through the storied waterway – a
coveted trade shortcut explorers had long attempted to discover, but died trying. Sir John Franklin and his
128 men perished in these waters after departing England in 1845 aboard two ships. Today, there are
fears for the future. Once a sea of frozen ice, today sailboats can make there way through the passage - a
sign that the ice here is melting, threatening food sources Inuit have long relied upon. And tourism is on the rise as a result of more
open waterways. There are more cruise ships passing through -- sometimes with more people on board than the populations of the
towns they're traveling to. Claimet change is just one of the issues concerning the passengers.
A major part of the C3 voyage is also to shed light on Canada's dark past: forced relocation, residential school abuses, and the
overall colonial legacy, which continues to impact Northern communities. Many of these conversations happened inside the
Canada C3 Legacy room, built in consultation with the Gord Downie and Chanie Wenjack Fund -- a powerful way to keep both of
their memories alive: the late Canadian singer whose evocative music and iconic lyrics resonated across the globe, and the 12-yearold boy who died of hunger and exposure trying to find his way home after running away from the Cecilia Jeffrey Indian Residential
School in Kenora, Ontario.
The point Inuit participants wanted to make is that even though the journey was about celebrating Canada's 150th, it was also
about honouring the past, and that communities existed here long before July 1, 1867. The vessel served as a powerful symbol of a
remarkable voyage: not only of discovery, but also about a journey to come to terms with Canada's historical scars.

Ashley Callingbull Burnham
Audience: Grade 3 through 12
Ashley Callingbull Burnham is the first Canadian and first Indigenous woman to win the Mrs.
Universe title. From the Enoch Cree Nation in Alberta, she has been commended for leveraging her
title to advocate for missing and murdered Aboriginal women and Indigenous rights

Truth, Reconciliation and the Future—REDx Talks Series









Audience : Grade 9—12
REDx Talks is an Indigenous speaker series featuring the most influencial elders, creatives,
thinkers and agents of change on Indigenous and reconciliation issues. REDx is building a
knowledge bundle to be transferred to future generations from every part of the globe. The
world views expressed on the REDx Talks stage come from Indigenous people themselves. RED is
an acronym for stories of RESILIENCE and EMPOWERMENT, while facilitating DISCOURSE. X is in
acknowledgement of treaties that have been signed.
Titles :
Melina Laboucan—Massimo : Violence Against Women
Dr. Leroy Little Bear : “Twitter Bits from Buffalo Treaty”
Dallas Goldtooth
Erica Violet Lee : “Our Bodies and Lands are not Your Property”
Dr. Marie Wilson : Put the Children Back to the Centre of the Circle”
Dr. Esther Tailfeathers
Cowboy Smithx : “Resilience, Empowerment, Discourse and a Silent
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Indigenous Education Continued
First Contact Series
Audience: Grade 9—12
By and large, Canadians’ opinions about the Indigenous people of this country are formed
without any knowledge of the culture’s true history or firsthand experience of the presentday communities. This may explain the prevalence of racist, unsympathetic and generally
prejudicial attitudes that are often directed towards this community. First Contact takes six
Canadians on a 28-day journey intended to challenge these attitudes and shed a light on
the true Indigenous experience. The travelers, all with strong opinions about Indigenous
people, have been invited to leave their everyday lives behind and embark on a unique
journey, travelling deep into the Indigenous communities throughout Canada. It is a journey that will challenge their perceptions
and confront their prejudices about a world they never imagined they would see.

Lacrosse : A Nation’s Game
Audience: Grade 6—12
Lacrosse is Canada’s summer sport. Originally played by the Indigenous people of North
America, the game was a gift from the Creator and it had spiritual and healing purposes.
Featuring interviews with Mohawk faithkeepers, traditional stick makers, players, coaches, and
historians – and full of beautiful archive photographs and video – Lacrosse: A Nation’s Game is a
compelling look at a game whose roots run deeper than Canada itself. A wonderful program that
will delves into Indigenous history, storytelling, the Oka Crisis, the history of lacrosse and more.

Meet Beau Dick : Maker of Monsters
Audience : Grade 9—12
Maker of Monsters gives an intimate look into the life of one of Canada’s greatest artists. The late Beau
Dick was a Kwakwaka’wakw carver from Alert Bay, a small remote village on the Northwest Coast of
British Columbia. His remarkable masks have been celebrated across the global art scene as vibrant
expressions of West Coast Indigenous culture and a sophisticated crossover into the contemporary art
world. Dick had an unprecedented ability to tap into the collective memory of his people and breathe
new life into age - old traditions.

Irreparable Harm
Audience : Grade 6—8
The Tlingit people have called the vibrant coastline of Southeast Alaska home for over 10,000
years and continue to practice a way of life intimately tied to the ocean and the largest remaining
temperate rainforest on earth. Now, contamination from industrial mining is threatening the
safety of the wild food sources that make Alaska so unique. Irreparable Harm gives powerful
voices to the Alaska Native community’s and conservation groups standing up to protect the
cultural and ecological values that make this magnificent marine ecosystem an irreplaceable
treasure.

Camera Trap
Audience : Grade 6—12
The Porcupine Caribou herd is one of the largest caribou herds in North America but its future is
uncertain. Climate change, industrial development, national and international political posturing
and a rapidly changing north are all putting the herd and its home range at risk. The Gwich'in
people who have relied on the herd for generations also see their future hanging in the balance
and they need the rest of the world to notice.
In this short documentary, aspiring wilderness photographer Peter Mather puts everything on
the line in his quest to capture one photo that will help tell the story of the greatest land
migration on earth.
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Indigenous Education Continued
Future History—Series
Audience: Grade 6—12
A documentary series about shifting the colonial narrative and celebrating the reclamation of
indigenous knowledge and identity.
Future History follows two passionate, and polar opposite, Anishinaabe (Ojibway) hosts as they
venture into communities to gain a deeper understanding of Indigenous knowledge and the
movement of cultural revitalization.
For generations, across North America, Indigenous People have been reeling from the
devastating effects of colonialism that has left children, language, ceremony and culture at risk.
But today, a movement of reclamation and revitalization is being led by Indigenous People who are harnessing Indigenous
Knowledge as a way to shift the colonial paradigm and build a brighter future for the next generation.
From Arts and Science to the Justice System, the resurgence of Indigenous Knowledge is stronger than ever. Future History is a
journey of discovery through an Indigenous lens, a journey that will inspire and enlighten audiences of all ages.
Titles :
Episode 1— Origin Stories
Episode 8— Language
Episode 2— The Children
Episode 9—Museums, Monuments & Living History
Episode 3— Policy
Episode 10— Wellness
Episode 4— Water
Episode 11— Cultural Appropriation
Episode 5—Pow Wow & Exhibition
Episode 12— Justice
Episode 6—The Arts
Episode 13—Culture
Episode 7— Food

The Reason I Dance
Audience : Grade 6—12
Josée Bourgeois is an Algonquin life-giving woman who is a part of a very important
generation dedicated to the preservation and sustainability of her people. She is a
Fancy Shawl dancer and a Jingle Dress dancer, who is very passionate about
representing her people, the Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation in the Ottawa
Valley, and her culture.
Josée discusses her father’s existence as part of the 60’s Scoop when 20,000 Canadian
Indigenous children were placed in foster homes or put up for adoption. This and an
early introduction to powwow’s helped shape Josee’s mission to connect with her culture. This ultimately became a reason why
she dances.
Her message is a statement of a growing strength of a people who once were banned from ceremonies and dancing. In this
program, Josee gives us insight into the jingle and fancy shawl dances, as well as explaining the significance of regalia, too often
confused with “costumes.” She provides insight into many historical truths such as the Buffalo Bill travelling shows that portrayed
“Indians” as savages and cowboys as the ‘good guys.’ Dancing provides healing and she encourages us to all to think about how we
as individuals can play a part in the action of reconciliation. She asks that people attend powwows and begin to understand and
open their hearts to her culture.

1491 - The Untold Story of the Americas Before Columbus
Audience: Grade 9—12
Based on the New York Times bestselling book by Charles C. Mann, 1491: The Untold Story of
the Americas Before Columbus is a ground-breaking docu-drama series that redefines the history
of Indigenous people of North, Central and South America.
Told entirely through the voices of Indigenous scholars and cultural leaders, and illustrated with
authentic dramatic re-enactments, 1491 presents a compelling narrative of the development of
Indigenous peoples and societies over a 20,000-year time frame.
1491 brings to life the complexity, diversity and inter-connectedness of Indigenous peoples in
the Americas before the arrival of Columbus. Presented from an Indigenous-perspective through an artful blend of documentary
and scripted drama, the series takes its audience on an unforgettable journey.
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Indigenous Education Continued
Shift : Break Your Own Trail
Audience : Grade 6—12
SHIFT is a short documentary about Indigenous youth from Carcross, Yukon who have spent the
past 10 years converting their traditional trade route trails on Montana Mountain into a worldclass mountain biking destination, and transforming their community and themselves along the
way. A great uplifting story about healing, reconciliation, economics and community spirit.
The film presents a modern twist on integrating the Indigenous community with their tribal
lands. Instead of hunting, fishing and trapping, they are building world class bike trails, which are
successfully attracting adventure tourists. This is where healing begins with meaningful work,
connection to their tribal lands, having fun with other young people and contributing to the
economic development of the community.

Not Without Us
Audience : Grade 9—12
Demonstrating the power of the masses to challenge Big Oil interests, Not
Without Us is an all too timely document of the grassroots struggle for
significant climate action. Taking place in the months leading up to COP21 in
Paris, the film chronicles activists from around the world and the different tactics
they use to make their voices heard.

Chasing Wild : Journey into the Sacred Headwaters
Audience : Grade 9—12
Three friends set off on a 400km bike packing and packraft expedition through
the heart of the sacred headwaters in northwestern British Columbia, birthplace
of three critical salmon rivers, and home to the Tahltan people. In the wake of
the devastating Mount Polley Mine disaster, the team’s goal is to understand
what is at stake as a wave of new mines are developed across this remote corner
of the province. Their journey offers an exciting and sobering window into this
wild landscape as they pedal through vast boreal forest, paddle frigid
whitewater, battle monster trout, outrun a grizzly, learn about the Tahltan’s fight
to protect their homeland, and glimpse inside a massive open pit mine.
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Indigenous Education Continued
The Battle of Nepean Point
Audience : Grade 9—12
A story about a famous Canadian monument that's unfinished, inaccurate,
celebrated, loathed, shamed, shunned, loved. Take a look at the famous
Samuel de Champlain monument, standing at the political centre of a country
not sure what to do with its painful past. The original sculpture portrayed
Champlain with an Anishinaabe scout crouched obediently at the feet of the
European explorer.

Shut Up and Say Something
Audience : Grade 9—12
** Coarse Language **
Shut Up And Say Something follows Canadian icon and acclaimed international
spoken word artist Shane Koyczan on an emotional road trip to reconnect with
the father he never knew. Seen and heard by millions worldwide, Shane's
poignant and powerful poems tackle everything from bullying to body image but behind his larger-than-life stage persona is a private and awkward man. As
Shane unravels the story behind his troubled childhood, we get a powerful and
intimate look at how a master wordsmith mines the scars of his past for truth,
acceptance and the most important poem of his life.
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History

That Never Happened

Audience : Grade 9—12
THAT NEVER HAPPENED reveals the story of Canada's first national
internment operations between 1914 - 1920, when over 88,000 people were
forced to register and more than 8,500 were wrongfully imprisoned in
internment camps across Canada, not for anything they had done but
because of where they came from.
In 1954, the public records were destroyed and in the 1980s a few brave men
and women began working to reclaim this chapter in history and ensure
future generations would know about it. They uncovered the stories of the
Croatian, Serbv, Turk, Armenian and Ukranian civilians who had been
welcomed as settlers, but who were interned after the outbreak of World
War I in "concentration camps". The 1914 War Measures Act was the first
formal suspension of civil liberties in Canada. Descendents of these innocent
internees find it hard to believe what their ancestors experienced, and
destruction of records in the National Archives have made research much more difficult. The Ukranian Canadian community led the
campaign for recognition of the losses and injustices during this time, and to ensure that this part of Canadian history will be
remembered in a meaningful way.

A Canadian Slavery Story

Audience: Grade 9 through 12
On April 10, 1734, Montreal was on fire. The city was devastated and the cause was deemed to be arson.
An enslaved woman was charged, tortured, and hung for the crime—a crime she might not have
committed. This is the story of Marie-Josèphe-Angélique, from one of the darkest chapters of Canadian
history.

Language Matters with Bob Holman

Audience : Grade 6—12
There are more than 6,000 languages in the world. We lose one every two weeks;
hundreds will be lost within the next generation. Follow poet Bob Holman as he travels
to a remote island off the coast of Australia to visit with aboriginal people who speak ten
different languages, then follow him to Wales where Welsh is making a comeback, and
on to Hawaii, where Hawaiians are fighting to save their native tongue.
This two-hour documentary asks: What do we lose when a language dies? What does it
take to save a language?

Canadiana Series

Audience : Grade 6—12
Titles:
The Exiled Princess of Ottawa
A tribute for Remembrance Day that focuses on a harrowing escape to safety during
WWII. Amongst the violence and terror, two countries an ocean apart became forever
bonded by blood in more ways than one. Princess Margriet Francisca was famously born
in Ottawa in 1943, while the Dutch royal family lived in Canadian exile during the Nazi
occupation of the Netherlands. As way of thanks for the family’s treatment in Canada,
the Dutch royal family sent 100,000 tulips to Ottawa in the fall of 1945. It was the start of
a beautiful friendship that has lasted to the present day.

The Love Triangle That Brought Down Quebec
The Siege of Quebec has been told time and again as a grand clash between generals on the Plains of Abraham, but there was
much more to the story of the loss of New France. The city was rotting from the inside out, thanks in part to an aristocratic love
triangle that would become international gossip. Learn about the people behind the fall, and what it all has to do with a cannonball
stuck in a tree on Rue Saint-Louis.
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Science
Animal Senses Series
Audience : Grade 9—12

Titles:
Super-senses
Some animals have senses that humans can’t even conceive. With those powers they can do marvelous things. This episode is
about those animals: animals with superpowers.
Platypus - Platypus are one of the most peculiar animals in the animal kingdom. They’re mammals that lay eggs and have a bill like
a duck. They’re slow on land, but their webbed feet make them agile swimmers. A spur on their feet can inject venom, making
them one of the only venomous animals in the world. But their most useful tool is electroreception. Platypus can detect prey in the
sand using their beak. Exposed nerve endings detect electrical current created by the heartbeats of their prey, which are mostly
small crustaceans. Then, it’s just a matter of flushing them out with their beak.
Sharks - For over 400 million years, sharks have survived on planet Earth and have become one of the most proficient hunters in
the deep sea. They have done that with their sixth sense- electroreception.
Monarch - Monarch butterflies perform one of the most impressive migrations of any animals. They can travel up to three
thousand miles from all over North America to converge in a small forest in Central Mexico. How they all managed to get the same
forest was a mystery for centuries, but recent studies have managed to explain the remarkable superpower monarchs have.
Dolphin - Dolphins are very social animals. They live in large pods and communicate verbally. Since they’re mammals and can’t
breath underwater they use a structure on their hole called sonic lips. The sounds that they make are useful not only to
communicate but also to find objects and prey. Dolphins echolocate.
Touch
Audience : Grade 9—12
The sense of touch is useful to feel physical forces such as bites, changes in temperature, texture, etc. Some animals have become
extra sensitive to feel very faint vibrations, which give them a lot of information about their environment. This episode is about
some of those animals with a super sense of touch.
Assassin Bug - The first point of contact for these bugs, are the accessories on top of their heads. Assassin bugs use their antennas
to feel the world around them. Antennas have fine sensory hairs all over them, called sensilla, and each part of their antennas are
used to feel different things - such as wind direction, obstacles and more.
Tarantula - Tarantulas’ big fangs and hairy body make them look threatening and dangerous. The fangs can inject powerful venom
into its prey. The venom kills the prey and dissolves its insides to then slurp it in like a smoothie.
Manatee - Florida Manatees are large aquatic mammals. They're peaceful disposition and gigantic size (they can weigh over 500
kg) has earned them the nickname, sea cows. And like cows, they spend most of their time eating grass.
Alligator - Alligators and crocodiles are the two largest reptiles in the world. Their jaws can crush bones with ease. Turtles are
chewed up like candy. These carnivores have no equal in the animal kingdom.
Elephant - Everyone knows elephants have an amazing sense of smell, due to their oversized trunk, and a large hearing range, due
to their huge ears. But one thing you may not be aware of, is that elephants also use their sense of touch. For an animal that
weighs as much as a school bus, having sensitive skin, a roving snout packed with mechanoreceptors and an ability to feel
vibrations in the ground using their feet is an astonishing feat.
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